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How do we want to be? This is a big and very important question, one
we perhaps forget to ask ourselves. The question leads to another.
How ARE we? It is likely that how we want to be may not be how we
are. This disconnect is counterintuitive, because naturally to get
from how we are to how we want to be one must BE how we want to
be, or at least working toward that way of being. Therefore, if how
we want to be is the goal, how we are is the journey.
What does this journey look like? As with everything in this
complex interwoven world, there are many layers to consider. We,
as individuals, each walk a unique path defined by our past, our
ancestry, family, community, experiences, beliefs, and
geographical place. All this defines our present self and is the lens
through which we view the world. We also share a collective past,
which is a blend of many things, including geological time,
human evolution, cultural evolution, war, religions, agriculture, to
name a few. Our simultaneous present incarnations are drawing
from this history. We are actively creating our current collective
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Editorial
Welcome to our Winter 2017 Barnacle! Here is the
reading material to entertain you as you sit cozily next
to a fire during the coldest winter we’ve had here in a
long time.
The theme of this issue is “how do we want to be?”,
and is kind of like new year’s resolutions, only better.
We have a variety of viewpoints expressed by many
Lundie contributors which we hope you’ll find
interesting. How would you answer that question?
An honest answer is harder than I imagined when I
created it as the theme.
We also have our regular contributors, our newsy
reports and updates, and lots of photos. All of this
jam-packed into 36 pages.
Creating the Barnacle is absolutely a group effort and
couldn’t happen without everyone’s support. Thanks
to all who help make the Barnacle a going concern.
I hope you enjoy the read. Stay warm and dry.
-- Sandy
We sincerely appreciate the support of our advertisers
and encourage readers to support our local businesses.
**We invoice annually for advertising, unless
alternate arrangements are made. Invoices will be
sent out after the fall issue 2017.**
Advertising Rates
Business Card Size: $10.00
Double Business Card Size: $20.00
Quarter Page: $30.00
Half Page: $50.00
Next edition is April 2017
Deadline for submissions is April 10, 2017
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Lund Community Society Report
Sandy Dunlop, Board Member

Urgent! Urgent! Help Needed!! The number of volunteers running the Lund Community Society, which
organizes, pretty much, all the fun stuff that happens in Lund, has dwindled down to a very small number
of people who are wearing entirely too many hats! This cannot continue. We can’t effectively run all the
programs and activities with so few people. We have an AGM event coming up on February 17th that we
hope you’ll attend. Please read on for details.
First, though, our President, Roy Blackwell, had to resign and focus his efforts on running his business and
caring for wife, Rayana, injured in an auto accident near Craig Road last winter. Thank you, Roy, for all the
work and care and attention you put in during your three years at the helm. We hope Rayana’s mobility
steadily improves.
The village of Lund is a family of sorts; and like an extended family, we are connected to each other. It is a
dynamic entity in that it moves as people move in, move out, move around, have children, have visitors
from away, etc. The small population of Lund creates a large family, one where we know each other, or
think we do, because we get involved in each other’s lives. Feeling connected is actually a big deal.
Belongingness and love are smack in the middle of a human being’s hierarchy of needs, vital to our wellbeing.
Please come to the AGM event on Friday, February
17th at the Northside Community Recreation Centre
(NCRC), aka the old Lund school. It will start at
5:30 pm with a community dinner (you know what
that means). There will be music by Carsten Huber
and Cam Twyford. Maybe there will be
dancing…probably, knowing Lund. At 7:00 pm,
we will have our Annual General Meeting, in
which Board members and various project
managers tell what has been done in the past year.
We ask who might help in the future. We elect new
Board members. This whole meeting takes less
than an hour. Then we go back to music and
schmoozing for awhile.
Buying a LCS membership is much appreciated,
and these will be on sale at the meeting. The money

Lund Community Society AGM
Friday, February 17th at the Northside
Community Recreation Centre (NCRC)
the old Lund school
Doors open at 5:30 pm with a community
dinner
Music by Carsten Huber and Cam Twyford
Business Meeting at 7 pm
Followed by more music and fun.

Continued on page 4…
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is added to the general coffer from which we run our programs. What is really needed, though, is for you to
commit to take an active role in keeping our family connections alive. Come to the AGM event and hear
what that means. Please. For the sake of all our programs, from Puddle Jumpers and the Barnacle, to the
Gazebo, the Craft Fair, the Shellfish Festival, and plans for a new hall; please come and lend a hand.
Our regular meetings happen on the fourth Tuesday of every month except July, August, and December at
7:00 pm at the Centre on the corner of Larson Road and Highway 101. That’s only nine meetings in a year.
At most, they are two hours long. The next one is January 24th. LCS membership is only $5.00 for
individuals and $10.00 for families, and a membership entitles you to vote at meetings. At the risk of being
too repetitive, I will say again, please come.
www.lundcommunity.ca

Financial Summary

Martha Allen and Judy Hicks

Each January for the past three years, we have been asked to comment on the Lund Community Society’s
activities as reflected by the financial records. Recently, I (Martha) sat down with LCS treasurer, Judy Hicks, to
take a look at the books. Scanning through them, I started thinking about how the flow of numbers ebbs and
surges, almost mirroring the pace and timing of the activities which generate these paper trails.
Puddle Jumpers Preschool shows up early in the new year, back in action after the Christmas break. The
numbers flow steadily until June, then carry on again in September. In 2016, through a combination of fees,
fundraisers, and provincial grants, the preschool had revenue of $15,500 which was offset by $15,000 of expenses.
The modest surplus is added to that of previous years and comes forward to 2017, earmarked for the ongoing
operation of the preschool.
As early as March, some of the incoming numbers indicate that preparations for the annual Shellfish Festival in
late May are in full swing. Payments from vendors eager to secure tables flow in. Cheques written to cover
event insurance and advertising signal that the prerequisites to facilitating a great event are well underway. By
the end of June, the entries have trickled to a stop; the organizers are busy thinking ahead to next year’s event.
In 2016, Festival expenses of $3,700 were almost matched by revenue of $3,300. Not bad for a weekend of great
food, music, arts and crafts right here on our doorstep, also generating welcome “shoulder season” activity for
local businesses.
Throughout the summer months, even though there are no scheduled Society meetings, the wheels keep turning.
Now showing up with regularity are the ad revenue and printing costs of the Lund brochures and maps. It’s
tourist season! Both of these initiatives are spearheaded by Lund merchants; both are intended to pay for
themselves, and like the Puddle Jumpers, the balances at the end of any year carry forward to the new year to
continue the same endeavours.
A different stream of financial activity occurs every three months – January, April, July, and October – heralded
by the payment of a printing bill which means another Barnacle has gone to press and hit the newsstands. This is
followed by deposits representing newspaper sales and payments for advertising. In 2016, Lund Barnacle
generated net earnings of $1,500.
Then, in October, once again the bank account begins to register table rentals, this time for the much anticipated
Christmas Craft Fair held every November. This is the Society’s main fundraiser of the year, the event where
everyone wants to know “how did we do?”. In 2016, revenue from food sales and table rentals totaled $3,800,
yielding a net of $2,600 after expenses.
Continued on page 7…
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Regional District Update
Patrick Brabazon, Director, Area A
Regional Board Chairman

Summer’s coming. Yes it is; and with summer will come the perennial debate about traffic on the streets and
roads of Lund. Whether “improperly parked” or moving too fast, the discussion of cars will be back with us.
Streets and roads in Lund fall under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure. We
have seen some improvements over the past few years; we have better signage and, with the cooperation of the
RCMP, the problem of improperly parked cars along the highway has decreased. Not gone away, and certainly
not forgotten.
Now MoTI is providing us with a new local manager who will come to Lund with a fresh perspective and an
open mind. His name is Patrick Devereaux (yes, another Patrick); and he is truly local, having worked for
another ministry for several years. I have had one meeting already with Patrick and his superior from down
south and, by the time that you read this, I will have had an on-the-spot tour of the sites in Lund. We will be
discussing better speed control signage, highway parking, side road parking issues, and some other ideas which
Lund residents have brought to my attention.
Now for the caveat. Not all that we want can government provide. While I am impressed with MoTI’s apparent
willingness to understand our concerns, I also recognize that when we push for something unorthodox or new,
the powers-that-be further up the ladder become involved. Sometimes we win. Stay tuned.
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human experience; but are we consciously asking how do we want to be? Are we actively journeying toward
that destination? Each of us can only say for ourselves how we are; though we share so much, each person’s
path is uniquely theirs. That in mind, we are at the same time creating our collective future.
When examining life on earth, it’s interesting to observe the overlay of the microcosms and the macrocosms.
For example, streams and rivers in a watershed resemble the circulatory system of a mammal, and our
challenges with interpersonal dynamics mirror those of international conflicts among world leaders. This is
an interesting perspective to examine the microcosm of our own lives and the reflection of and/or the
influence on the macrocosm of humanity. These large forces of the world change us, as we individually and
collectively change the world. Though we may at times feel insignificant, we, our families, and our
communities can have an influence on the whole of humanity. Therefore our personal actions and choices
should be carried out with this in mind. Regarding how do we want to be?, our personal contribution to the
present is of utmost importance.
It is easier to consider one’s self insignificant. From this perspective,
one can excuse selfish or irresponsible choices. We can tell ourselves,
“I am one person; what does it matter if I indulge myself, am
wasteful or unkind. If I don’t do it someone else will.” In fact, these
actions are not at all insignificant because they are not carried out in
a vacuum. Individual selfishness does not fill a small gap in human
consciousness, quite the opposite. Rather, it forces open an ethical
chasm into which we enable others to fall. We can then ask
ourselves, how are we?, but the better question is how do we want to
be?
It helps to examine
whether these types
Photo courtesy of Google Images
of actions indulgence,
wastefulness or unkindness - are actually self-serving. They
may fulfill some short-term desire, create a temporary sense
of satisfaction. Upon deeper examination though, down into
the human heart, one senses that if an action is not for the
greater good it does not really serve oneself either. We are
each an integrated part of this human whole, this dynamic
living planetary system. The way in which one’s actions or
choices affect other humans or the network of supportive
systems is like a pebble in the pond, whose ripples are likely
to wash up on your own shore. What is good for all may well
be what is good for you.
So here we are. This is our journey: from our collective past,
through our individual present, into our communal future.
Our individual present is being actively defined by our
choices and actions and glued together by the complex
Photo courtesy of Google Images
interconnectedness of our nature. In the micro and
macrocosm of is and what will be, that which is good, is good for all. Remember you are not insignificant in
creating our future, the future which belongs to our children’s children. What path does our journey take?
How are we? How do we want to be?
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In 2016, the books closed on the nearly completed Community Composting Project, in progress from the
previous year. The balance of a grant received in 2016 to start a Community Garden will be carried forward to
2017 in hope that a permanent location for the garden can still be found. A new project appeared in 2016’s
books: the Building Fund. A new Building Committee is now busy meeting with the Regional District to
explore the dream of a new all-purpose community recreational facility.
Intermingled with these varying currents of financial busy-ness is the steady flow of transactions which trace
back to what I see as the Lund Community Society “takin’ care of business”. These are the recurring monthly
entries which document rents received and utilities, insurance, licences, and supplies paid – the day to day stuff
of making it happen. As custodian of Northside Community Recreation Centre, the Society receives funds from
Powell River Regional District specifically for janitorial and maintenance costs. $4,200 was received in 2016.
These entries reflect the Society’s mission to facilitate and encourage community-based pursuits by providing a
solid foundation on which to build.
So all the numbers for 2016 have been entered; the books are ready for a new year. Bottom line - total revenue
$47,000, total expenses $39,000.

Take the bus
Only $2.50 takes you right to the Town Centre Mall where you can do all your shopping, have lunch, meet friends, or
get to your appointments. Then for $2.50 you can catch the bus back. Cheaper than driving!
Tuesdays and Fridays Departs Lund Hotel - 10:55 am ---- Departs Town Centre Mall - 4:05 pm
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Success Again! Lund Christmas Craft Fair 2016
Rosie O’Neill

We had quite a few new
helpers this year and hope they
had fun and will be back next
year.
Thank you to the business
community of Lund and Powell
River for their donations; we
couldn’t have raised $2,600.00
at the Community Society’s
biggest fundraiser, without
you!

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

Our 2016 Christmas Craft Fair was a huge success, to be sure. As has
been the case for years now, the Lund CC Fair takes place at the
Italian Hall in Wildwood. This year, it was held on Saturday,
November 26th.

Lund Store
Nancy’s Bakery
Quality Foods
Save On Foods
Safeway
Chopping Block
Mitchell Brothers
Starbucks
River City Coffee
Shoppers’ Drug Mart
Canadian Tire

The Lund Community Society has been at this for years; but it
wouldn’t happen without the help of so many volunteers. To say
thank you seems so little, but thank you. Volunteers get together to
make the food, serve it, and clean up after. The tables get hauled to
the Italian Hall and back to Lund. They get set up, placed, and are
ready for the vendors. We set up on Friday night, as do some of the
vendors, then we open for kitchen prep and the rest of the vendors
set up at 8:00 am on Saturday morning. Free coffee is on with a scone
for the vendors, thanks to Nancy’s Bakery. Doors open to the public
at 10:00 am and we are off running for the day.
The kitchen is in full swing all day, with the busiest time from around
noon to 2:00 pm. Our lunches are famous, and good food and
wonderful desserts are served all day, up until about 3:00 pm. We do
run out of many things, so folks are advised to come early for lunch.
Desserts are incredible, made by locals and all donated. Thanks to
everyone for all the support.
Thanks to Dillon Worthen for always doing the electrical work and
hooking up all our lights. We start our clean up on Saturday at about
4:00 pm and everyone pitches in so we are out of there by 5:30 pm.

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth
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Community Composter Project Update

Oceane Bergeron

You may have noticed there is now a beautiful, green, heavy steel lid on the compost bin at the Northside
Community Recreation Centre, up and across the parking lot from the building.
The lid was fabricated and installed by Reagen Johnson over the holidays, which was not easy due to the freezing
temperatures. The design is really a good one and it is well made. The only remaining things to complete the
worm composter are the bear bar and the retaining chain to keep the big lids up when emptying the bins.
After these are installed (very soon!) and the weather warms a bit, I will create a layered bed for our friends, the
worms, so they can withstand the cold weather and be ready to do their job. Until then, we’re not ready to accept
people’s scraps and make compost.
Stay tuned for the grand opening announcement!

Puddle Jumpers Preschool
Nonie Bredt

There have been a few changes at Puddle Jumpers
Preschool over the past couple months. Fall
slipped through our fingers into winter and our
cherished teacher, Sheila, slipped on the ice while
skating, breaking her arm in two places. With
much love and concern, the parents all made and
brought her special dinners to freeze and warm
up. It's moments like those, people coming
together to care for and support each other, that
make me feel so blessed to live in such a special,
loving community as ours. We miss you dearly at
the preschool, Sheila, and our thoughts are with
you as you heal!
Leading up to November was a mad scramble to
find a qualified substitute teacher, and we give so
many thanks to Annette Vincent for filling in for
the first couple weeks during this hectic time. It
was with great pleasure and relief that we were
able to hire Alisha Van Belle. Alisha had assisted
Sheila in the classroom last spring, so I'm sure it
was a comfort to the kids to have a familiar face
step in. Alisha has been doing a really great job
and has settled in nicely, the kids hardly missing a
beat.
Speaking of beats, Sheila continued forward,
despite her injuries, with a drum-making
workshop in November, hosted by Sosan Blainey

of Tla' amin First Nation. Our preschool now has
ten new, beautiful-sounding, kid-sized drums.
Thank you Sosan, Sheila, and to everyone who
made and donated a drum to our school! It's really
such a pleasure to watch the kids marching
around, each playing a drum with respect, and
even a little reverence. The kids are now looking
forward to making fabric drum bags as a special
craft project.
Our November
field trip was to
the Tla'amin
Fish Hatchery,
where the kids
got an
immersive tour
of the viewquarium, the
smokehouse,
and they even
got to paint ...
fish? Hah!
At the end of
November, we
launched our
fall raffle at the
Lund Christmas

Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool

Continued on page 11…
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Craft Fair. Big thanks to all the volunteers who
came out to make that day a success: Chris, Poppy,
John, Tasha, and all the parents. Hugs and special
thanks again, also, to Cora Scott, for making and
donating an absolutely spectacular gingerbread
house. The house was raffled off that day, raising
$140 for the preschool! Our fall raffle is still going,
with some really great prizes again this year: a
Pollen sweater, a movie theatre package (six
tickets!), beautiful carvings, paintings, some really
choice gift certificates, and a highly-coveted yard
of manure! Draw date is at noon on Thursday,
February 2nd. Good luck everyone!
Be sure to keep an eye out, too, for our next
fundraiser: WinterFest 2017! This is an annual
dinner theatre/variety show featuring lots of local
talent, and is always a riot. Community
participation is encouraged and welcome, so if
anyone in town would like to perform any songs
or skits, or assist in production, please contact the
school, at 604-483-9000.
December flew by, it being a short month as we
started our holiday break on the 15th and with the
kids obviously so excited for Christmas. We were
very sad to have to say goodbye to Rose Cleator,
from Supported Child Development (SCD). Her
fun and engaging way of connecting with the kids
will be missed. Although that was a sad change,
we've been really pleased to have Carina Rempel,
also from SCD, come spend full days with us. She
brings an upbeat, super-positive energy, and
apparently some musical talent that's sure to be
appreciated by the kids (and Alisha!). The theme
for December was Cultural Diversity, with the
kids exploring different traditions from around the
world and, of course, all about the magic of giving
and sharing.
The preschool parents all got together over the
holidays and did a bottle drive, giving their time
and a whole lot of energy, to raise over $600. It's a
lot of work, and I have to mention how much we
really appreciated all the help from Michel
Gauthier, of our very own recycling depot. We
love you Mitch! As a self-funded program, Puddle
Jumpers Preschool relies on tuition, grants, and
fundraising to cover operational costs. Our
preschool now has its very own account at the

Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool

Sunset Coast Bottle Depot on Duncan Street in
town, so all community members can now donate
their refundables to account #244, with proceeds
going directly to the school.
As January has been unseasonably cold this year,
our theme for the month is weather. The kids are
doing lots of different weather science experiments
such as making weather books, tornadoes in a
bottle, windsocks, fog experiments, rainsticks and
on and on. As a nature-based program, the kids
head out every day all bundled up for winter.
Starting this
month on
alternating
Tuesdays
and
Thursdays,
after
playtime
outside, the
kids come
back in for a
treat:
musicplay
with Sandy
Dunlop!
Applause!
The kids
(and I)
absolutely
Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool
love her
creative,
kooky, and fun music classes.
Continued on page 12…
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I would like to welcome our newest students to
the preschool: George, Twyla, and June. As I said
at the beginning of the year, we have a really
cool group of kids this year: Koen, Alex,
Graysen, Bowen, Lou, Ametys, Isaiah, Micca,
Wilder, and now our newest three. I want to say
also that it's been my absolute privilege getting
to know every one of these kids, the teachers,
and all the families in the preschool. I hope that
all our families, our friends and their loved ones,
had a happy and healthy holiday; and I wish you
all many blessings in this new year.
For registration and enrollment please contact
Kristi at 604-414–0628.
For more information, visit the website
lundcommunity.ca/PuddleJumpers.html

Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool

Don’t forget Lund Playgroup. A free-play, dropin group meets every Friday from 10am – 12pm.
Bring an item for the amazing snack platter!

Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool

Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool
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Music and Arts - Arts

Elaine Mackee

Perhaps everyone knows that Lund is the home of a diverse group of artists; but did you know that several
of them offer open studios where you are welcome to visit? Winter hours can be arranged, and contact
information for each artist is given below.
For each of these artists, and that includes me, the beauty, wildness and wonders of this land inspire our
work, albeit in different ways. Our art is informed by the silence and a kind of timeless presence in this
amazing place where we live, whether we work in fabric, clay, leather or paint.
Wendy Drummond, at Three Stone Soup on Sorenson Road, has a fascinating studio open by request where
she creates magic with fabric. Her work is felted and stitched, then shaped into beautiful jackets, into
clothing for gardeners, poets and storytellers, or into wall hangings, enclosures for soap, and other creative
gift items. She enjoys sharing her love of fibre and is responsible for the new FibreSpace at Oceanview
Education Centre in conjunction with VIU and School District 47. Her work can also be seen at Artique
Artists Cooperative on Marine Avenue in town. You can contact Wendy at three.stone.soup@gmail.com or
text message her at 250-415-8564.
Nearby, on Quarry Place, Jan Lovewell and Ron Robb create archetypal wonders in their hillside studio: Rare
Earth Pottery. Elegant forms and refined glazes combine in decorative plaques, wall art, vases, practical
mugs, plates and bowls. Ron has created a magnificent vessel allowing the ashes of loved ones to be housed
in beauty, using the ancient technique of firing known as raku to create warm, smooth, luminous, magical
finishes. Their studio is open by request at 604-483-4806 or rareearthpottery@gmail.com.
Monique Labusch is a painter, capturing the light, the colours, the movement of sea and sky, and the
creatures who inhabit them. Her acrylic paintings present an exciting burst of colour that reflects the magical
coastal landscapes. Living here on Lund’s coast, she is influenced by the beauty of nature surrounding her.
See her show in February at VIU or at Tug-Ghum Gallery, or call to visit her studio on Grouse Ridge Road by
appointment at mlabusch@hotmail.ca or 604-483-3205 or cell 604-223-4478.
Debra Bevaart can be found in her Tug-Guhm Gallery and Studio where she carves marvellous land and sea
creatures in solid blocks of soapstone. She has been carving for 37 years, a sculptor in stone for 19 years, and
an artist all her life! She can be found working there most days from 10 am to 4:30 pm. Tug-Guhm Gallery
represents forty artists from the coast, and gifts can be found for every taste and every budget. Look for it
behind the Lund Hotel on the lower level.
I (Elaine) work in a cabin
studio on Old Mine Road
and I welcome visitors.
Painting in a range of
mediums, I am inspired
by my garden, my
neighbour’s lush meadow,
and the creatures of this
still wild place, including
eagles, owls, bear, deer
and orcas. I love colour
Photo courtesy of Elaine Mackee
and seek to express the
essence of the land. I offer
drawing lessons for beginners and private painting lessons. See my current show at Magpie’s Diner and at
Pollen Sweaters or visit my studio. Contact me at elainemackee@gmail.com or call 604--414-6686.
Continued on page 14…
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Ken Diamond is a master leather worker who creates shoes and accessories using traditional methods with
modern tools. In the late 90's, Ken began working with the nearly forgotten art of leatherwork. He is best
known for his craftsmanship of leather footwear, offered in a variety of styles and colours. He also creates
leather accessories in a selection of belts, wallets, key fobs, and key chains. The Ken Diamond Collection is
built using only the finest high quality materials available. The philosophy behind his work is to keep the
traditional aspects of leatherwork alive while using modern techniques. His work is minimal, classic and
timeless. Ken’s studio is located near The Farmer’s Gate on Highway 101, and visitors are welcome by
appointment. To view his work, go to www.kendiamond.com. To contact him, email info@kendiamond.com
or phone 604-414-0635.
There are several other Lundie artists who show in and around town at stores, galleries, fairs and festivals,
including:
•
•
•

Roisin Culhane-Sheehy with her store, Great Balls of Wool, at 4722A Marine Avenue
Isabelle Morganstern and her beautiful hand-dyed clothing for children to adults
Alisha Van Belle, designer and creator of imaginative clothing in sustainable materials

Know of others in the Lund area? Contact me at elainemackee@gmail.com

Music and Arts - Film
The End of the Road is here!!

Tai Uhlmann and Theo Angell

Friends, family, contributors, film lovers: we are excited to share the news that we have arrived at the End of
the Road and we can’t wait to share our film with
you!
We will have a special hometown gala night
screening at our historic Patricia Theatre on
Saturday evening, February 18th as part of the
Powell River Film Festival. The screening includes a
special performance by Rick Scott of Pied Pumkin. If
you are in the area, we hope you can make it to the
very first showing of the film!! There will also be
matinees on Sunday at 1 pm and 3:45 pm .
Passes and tickets are available at
https://www.prfilmfestival.ca
Our film has also been selected to screen at the San
Photo courtesy of Tai Uhlmann
Luis Obispo Film Festival in March (dates TBD).
Theo and I are both planning to attend so if you are
in the California area, we would love to see you! For more info https://slofilmfest.org
We are currently revamping our website and trailer so you will be able to see upcoming screenings and film
info there soon. http://www.lundtheendoftheroad.com
If you are from out of town and the film is not coming to your area and you want it for your local festival or
to schedule a screening, contact us at tai.uhlmann@gmail.com.
We have so many people to thank including YOU!
We look forward to sharing The End of the Road with you in 2017!
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Lund Reads
Ev Pollen

Hello and Happy 2017 to all you book-loving
Lundies!
RED NOTICE, by Bill Browder, is a true story set
in the world of high finance and post-soviet Russia
that contains all the
drama and intrigue
of the best spy
fiction, but is
verifiably real.
Browder had
become an expert
hedge-fund trader,
partly as a capitalist
reaction to his
family’s history, his
grandfather having
founded the
communist party in
the U.S. When the
Soviet Union broke up, Browder examined the
asset-to-share price of major utilities in Russia, and
persuaded American bankers to invest heavily in
his Hermitage Fund. They made millions and, in
the process, exposed a lot of corrupt oligarchs in
Russia, which attracted the attention of Vladimir
Putin. At first Putin welcomed Browder’s
activities because they were achieving his aim of
getting rid of his rivals; but soon the tables were
turned and Browder was refused re-entry to
Russia. He realized what peril he had put his
employees and himself in, and managed to get
most of them safely into Britain. One of his
lawyers stayed, however, believing that his
beloved Russia would not harm him. He was so
wrong.

Browder was traumatized by the ensuing events,
and became determined to retaliate to the horrible
injustice that occurred daily in Putin’s regime. He
then devoted himself to creating a U.S. law that
would punish corrupt foreign officials by denying
them entry to the U.S. This is the Sergei
Magnitsky Bill, one of the world’s most
progressive human rights laws. Canadian
Parliament is currently considering incorporating
some of the Magnitsky bill clauses into Canadian
law.
This book is a riveting story and seems very timely
in light of current relations between Russia, the
U.S., and Canada. If you don’t know much about
high finance before you read the book, you will
come away with more knowledge. If you wonder
what happens to a society run by a tyrant, then
this read is enlightening. If you long for a story
featuring a money-obsessed financier who finds
his conscience and his humanity, you should read
this book.
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Journey to the Future…of Lund
Consider the following scenario: Patrick Wu is a
twenty-something living in a Vancouver
apartment with his sister Daria and going to UBC.
They have recently returned to the city after
twelve years overseas with their parents who were
working for relief organizations in Lebanon and
Sudan. As Patrick said, “We had probably seen
more poverty and suffering than most people had
seen in a lifetime.” But the beauty of Africa and the
deep love of their parents made the experience
both wonderful and highly educational, until one
day their young worlds were shattered by a fiery
car accident that took their parents’ lives while
they were away attending a conference in Cairo.
This is how Guy Dauncey’s first novel, JOURNEY
TO THE FUTURE, begins.
The real story begins when one evening Patrick
and Daria are back in their apartment. They are
discussing a meeting they had attended on
Vancouver’s Greenest City Plan. This is where fact
meets fiction and Guy starts to unfold a fascinating
story that both entertains and enlightens. If you
are looking for a book that presents a positive
scenario for our climate challenged future, this is
the one I can’t say enough about. You may have
read Suzuki or Klein or McGibben or Gore, but
this is the best. The characters, the writing, and the
storytelling captivated me, but more than that, the
‘meat’ of this book has shown me the many
possibilities that fill our future with hope.
It is a story about Vancouver in the year 2032.
Patrick awakens in a cob-built shelter on a street in
Vancouver that had been transformed into gardens
and ponds, with seating and bike lanes, and only
one lane for vehicles. For four days Patrick travels
about the city and surrounding countryside
meeting people and learning about the
metamorphosis of the city into one of the greenest
and most prosperous and sustainable cities in the
world. It isn’t just about the new technologies, all
of which had their genesis in our times and are all
footnoted to the nth degree. It chronicles the
history and social change that had evolved past a
complete economic collapse that they named the
OMEGA years. The rest of the world did not fare
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nearly as well to the onslaught of climate change,
but this is about one city that did. Life is better than
it had ever been. A new culture of sharing and
compassion, of cooperation and creativity, coupled
with technological developments, transformed a
sleeping consumer society into an inclusive
dynamic society; one that solved complex issues
ranging from healthcare to transportation to
farming, all with art and music, wisdom and soul.
This article is not just a book review; the point I
want to make is that Lund and Powell River are
well positioned to achieve the same success. We
have the people. We have a Sustainability Charter.
We have an environmental base that could be the
envy of every nation on earth. We have a selfgoverning First Nation with much to teach us. We
have children and grandchildren to inspire us. We
have the music and a
place to celebrate it!
We could see electric
cars and a
repositioned Lund
Electric Water Taxi,
with impressive
community gardens,
a wholistic healing
centre, and more
locally made, award
winning (why not!)
clothing, furniture,
and buildings.
The paperback version of the book is available at
the usual outlets, and the online version is free at
www.journeytothefuture.ca. There you will also
find the hundreds of footnotes and links to a
treasury of valuable information on actions and
research that is going on today. I will end with one
final quote from Patrick:
“For sure we need to say ‘NO’ to the many things
that threaten us, but we also need to say ‘YES’ to a
vision so positive that people will yearn for it, and
spend their lives working to make it happen. If we
want change, the power of our vision must be so
much stronger than the power of our fears.”
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Health and Healing
The Power of Play

When I was four years of age, my family travelled
to Mexico to visit my uncle. Ever fun-loving and
armed with active distractions, my parents
brought a small nerf ball for me to play with while
we waited for our plane. Ever since then, I always
include a soccer ball in my luggage wherever I
travel, near or far!
This is how things usually went down: my mom
would go get our seats on the plane while my dad
and I would stay back and kill time and energy in
the waiting room by playing with the soccer ball.
Our impromptu games were challenging,
amusing, and fun. Then we would run at the last
second and board the plane. Every time we played
in the hallways and waiting areas of these places,
the ball would magically allow us to cross the line
between strangers - people of different cultures,
races, and nationalities. Sometimes the ball would
roll across international borders and seriouslooking border guards with big weapons and
helmets would even kick the ball back to us. Other
times other kids and probably their parents would
also join in the play. What is this power of play
that allows this magic to happen? Why is it so
important?
Play is important on many different levels and is
known to influence you physically, mentally,
spiritually, and emotionally. The need to play is
stored deep in our DNA; our ancestors learned
and refined their survival and hunting skills
through play. Apart from play being linked to
brain development, evolution, and survival, when
you play regularly it has the added benefit of
making you feel happier. When you haven’t been
playing during the day, you can often feel
frustrated with something or someone and you are
more likely to have a bad day. If you have been
playing at some point in the day, you can work
more efficiently and be more relaxed and a lot
happier!
Here are some different forms of play:
•
Organized play, like team sports and
playgroups.
•
Random play, as in hanging out with

Kiran Hollmann Prichard
with help from mum and dad

•

•

friends and deciding to play a board game
or go outside.
Spontaneous play, such as dancing in the
grocery store or walking and kicking a
pinecone pretending it’s a ball!
Learning through play. For example, when
you are playing outside, you can learn
about nature by playing in it.

Playing outside has also been proven to make you
smarter and in some countries, a doctor can even
give you a prescription to go play outside!
Research shows that outdoor play is necessary to
help kids be physically fit and healthy. Play helps
kids work on movement, reflexes, and balance. I
am an avid soccer player and whenever I come
back from playing, I feel more relaxed and calm
than before.
Playing also helps us build self-confidence, which,
in turn, helps us feel good about ourselves. By
being silly and letting ourselves have a good time,
we learn to not take ourselves so seriously, making
us more confident. After all, it’s been said that
laughter is good medicine.
You can learn a lot about yourself and others
through play. For example, I have gotten to know
my fellow teammates on my soccer team, that is,
who’s driven, who’s a good team player, who’s
fiercely competitive. There is also a new family in
Lund with three kids and I’ve been getting to
know them by hanging out and playing with
them. About myself, I’ve learned that I am a
determined player. I appreciate fair play and other
fair players and I like to give it my all.
So my hope for everyone this new year is that you
always try and fit some play into your day and I
bet we will all find that we will be very, very
happy.
Anyways, I’ve got to go play now……
soccer……outside…..with some friends!
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Pith and Vinegar
Molly Bean
part two of a short story by Paul Zuurbier

… short stories, poetry, and such

Stop looking out the car window and do something! Molly shook her head. She needed to get going. She needed to
stop sitting and start driving. “Stop sitting and get on with it”, she told herself, but her hands stayed where they
were, one holding the car keys, the other grasping her cell phone.
“If you don’t do something, you’ll miss the damn ferry”, she cursed, expressing her frustration with the entire
situation. Normally the situation involved herself, the car, poor planning, and the damn ferry. This time,
however, it involved someone else, and it was the someone else who was creating the problem. In fact, the
someone else was a big percentage of the problem, other than the damn ferry, which was always a problem, like
her arthritis, or weak bladder. “I wish the government would smarten up”, she murmured into the darkness.
“Damn them for f-in with the ferries. Government-private partnerships… what a load of crap! I’d like to partner
my boot to their ass.”
Molly expressed a few more sentiments on the ferry situation; not that it would change anything. She just felt
better for saying it, even if it was only in her car. “There’s not enough getting said in the world, that’s for damn
sure”, she told the steering wheel. “Not half of the right things are getting said. Lots of crap is being tossed
around, that’s for sure. You could fill a stadium with all the crap that gets loaded up on YouTube, or tweeted out
or printed in the only magazines still available in the local grocery store. Can you believe that? This country can
barely keep one single informative, well written, insightful magazine going, but the educated masses have no
trouble buying up dozens of lousy tabloids. Those keep rolling out like there’s no tomorrow. Unbelievable. F-in
Unbelievable!”
Molly squeezed the side button on the cell phone. It was 6:30am. If she was going to do this, she had just enough
time to drive like a madwoman down the highway to catch the 7:20 am ferry.
“Start the damn car you old duck. Don’t back out on yourself now. More importantly, don’t back out on her!” For
the first time since she ran out to the car, Molly noticed how hard it was raining. An autumn storm was raging.
The calm of the Indian summer was over. Molly still called warm Septembers “Indian summers” even though the
word “Indian” wasn’t supposed to be used anymore. It’s hard to let go of the things you grew up with and
“Aboriginal Summer” just didn’t sound right. She didn’t mean to piss the First Nations off, they were fine people;
hell, she married one. Only man she ever loved. She wished Joe was here now, but he’s been in the ground for
more years than she could remember. All she had left of their time together was the cabin they built, the one she
was parked in front of now, some of the old teachings he taught her, the ones that stuck, the small medicine
pouch he gave her, and their daughter.
Suddenly a large branch came crashing down on the hood of her car. It scared the crap out of her. “You are a
damn fool woman Molly Bean. The forest is telling you to go, so go! Stop thinking of the past and get on with the
present, and that daughter of yours is the present.”
Cursing the wind, Molly jumped out of the car and grabbed
the branch off the hood. The wind was howling so hard the
trees were smacking into each other. She listened as it
swirled around softly for a few moments; then suddenly
blew up hard and angry again, like a shirt being torn or a
body crashing down stairs. “You’re not the only storm that’s
blowin’! ” Molly yelled her contempt into the sky. “That girl
of mine isn’t going to make it without some help. You hear
me? She needs me. She needs family! And as lousy and
terrible and pathetic as I am, I am all she’s bloody-well got.
Continued on page 20…
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So blow all you want, ‘cause I’m catching that damn ferry!”
Molly threw the branch to the ground, jumped into the car, slammed the door and hit the gas. Gravel spun
from the back tires as she sped down the driveway. She was half way to the side road before she turned on
the headlights. She didn’t think to release the emergency break until she was almost on the highway. “I’m all
Sarah’s got left”, she told herself. “And I’ll drive this car to hell before I let her spend one more night alone in
the city!”
Branches and debris were all over the highway, but Molly didn’t care. She drove over or around them, mostly
over. She drove like she use to, like she hadn’t driven in years. She had 45 minutes to make a one hour drive so
she didn’t have time to worry about road conditions. Chances were, the way this storm was going, the ferry
might not sail; but storms followed their own path and what was a near typhoon here might only be strong
gusts further south at the terminal. In either case, Molly drove like her life depended on it. Some of the trees
along the side of the road looked like they were about to break over the highway, but she didn’t care. Maybe
she was crazy, like some of the locals said, who knows… Yet as she raced down the road, in some strange way,
she felt the storm was helping her rather than slowing her down. The wind was pushing her forward, driving
her towards Sarah.
Molly received a call from Sarah late last night. She could only make out half of what her daughter was saying,
but certain points came across. Sarah had just left her boyfriend. They had some kinda huge fight and she was
on the street with nowhere to go. There was something else too… Sarah had broken up with plenty of
boyfriends before and never called Molly to tell her about it. Something else had happened. Something
serious.
Even then Molly was hesitant to do anything. She had enjoyed a quiet life, living mostly alone in the cabin,
with animals and nature all around her. For a long time, she was able to forget the past. The outside world
slipped away as she slowly grew old. Hell, if she was being honest with herself, her decision to move to a
seniors’ home wasn’t because of her arthritis; it was because she was getting ready to die. She was. She’d done
all the living she cared to do and was ready to finish it up.
In her will, she left the cabin and the land to Sarah. That was her way of making things right. Sarah was never
supposed to happen. Molly was starting menopause when she got pregnant. Then when her husband, Joe,
passed away, Molly just couldn’t cope with
raising the child on her own. Her younger
sister, Marion, agreed to bring Sarah up as her
own. Molly knew her sister wasn’t a saint, but
Molly tried to believe Marion was a good
mother, even when she suspected that wasn’t
true. But what’s done is done. Sarah grew up
knowing Molly as her aunt. That was enough.
Molly was too old and too set to be anything
more.
When Molly reached the ferry terminal, a man
in the booth called out but Molly just waved as
she drove by. A line-up of cars was heading
towards the on-ramp so she just scooted in
behind them. A woman with a neon vest and
red flashlight tried to stop her. Molly drove
past her too. Finally, a red bar lowered across
the ramp right in front of her. Furious, Molly
Continued on page 21…
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threw the car into park and got out. Two workers started walking towards her. Molly was ready to have it out
then and there despite all the passengers watching from the upper deck. The two men began going on about
safety regulations, paying, and dangerous driving. Molly said she would pay when she was on board. Finally,
a ship’s officer with an ample supply of grey hair and a few gold stripes on his shoulders walked slowly
towards them.
“Hello Molly”, he said evenly, nodding at the men to move back and give them some distance.
“Hello Jack”, Molly replied, still ready to fight.
“What’s the emergency?”, Jack asked, looking directly at her.
“I need to get to Vancouver; my daughter needs me”, Molly said plainly. “And I don’t give a stink about what
I should or shouldn’t have done. There’s room for my car on that boat and you know it!”
“Your daughter?” Jack was unable to hide his surprise. “You’re full of surprises, Molly Bean.”
Jack had a jaw that could set his face into a stern look, like the way it was now, but his eyes were too full of
kindness to join along.
“I mean to get on that ferry”, Molly said without backing down, but with a little less anger in her voice.
Jack kept his jaw set as his eyes focused on Molly, then he quietly said “It’s never good to keep a mother from
visiting her daughter.” Jack turned and signaled the men to let her board. Molly opened her car door, then
turned back towards Jack.
“Thank you, Jack”, she said simply.
“Good to see you, Molly”, Jack nodded. Then, looking down, he added “You’ll find it’s easier to get on board if
you pay at the toll booth first; that’s what most people do.” A hint of a smile broke past the firmness of his jaw
as he walked away.
A few minutes later Molly was standing on the car deck watching the ferry pull away from the shore. She
didn’t care about the rain or how cold it was. Soaking wet, trembling and scared to death, Molly clutched the
medicine pouch Joe gave her tight to her chest. “I’m going to get her Joe.” She whispered to the sea. “I’m going
to get our girl. And no matter what happens, I’m going to bring her back. I’m going to take care of her until
she’s ok.” Molly looked up to keep her tears from falling; she didn’t want anyone to know she was crying.
“And don’t think for a moment I don’t know you started this storm just to get my sorry ass moving. You old
codger… it’s a miracle I made it.”
Molly quickly rubbed her eyes as she looked down. Then she started laughing. The last thing she needed was a
flat tire. Luckily there was a spare in the trunk.
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How in the World Did You End Up in Lund?
Juliet Potter-Ervington

When my friend, Eve, and I were sitting in the
lunch room at the British Film Institute in London
(my birthplace) planning our trip around the
world in late 1968, I had no real image of how
Canada would be aside from a hilarious Monty
Python skit with Michael Palin singing “I’m a
Lumberjack” and news coverages of the British
Royals’ state visits to Canada. I was most
interested in being able to work in Canada and
save money to go visit “more attractive places”
like Mexico, South America, the Galapagos
Islands, etc. Eve’s father was born in West
Vancouver but she had never traveled there. She
assured me, however, we could find work and that
Vancouver was a more groovy place than Toronto.
Eve left England for Vancouver six weeks before
me and, by the time I arrived, had already been
spirited away to New York to be with her famous
jazz guitarist boyfriend, John McLaughlin. My
later departure was the result of having fallen in
love with a wonderful man named Michael. He
left England at the same time I did to join an
overland bus trip to India, with the promise that
we would correspond and be together again after
our travels.
After spending two weeks visiting Eve and John in
the Chelsea area of the Big Apple and a month
working in the concrete jungle of Toronto, I felt
instantly attracted to the, then, almost quaint city
of Vancouver. Eve had rented a room which she
left for me in the heart of Kitsilano. I immediately
found a wonderful position in the office of the
Continuing Education Dept. at UBC as the
secretary to the Head of the Social Studies
Department. Michael wrote a few postcards and, a

year later, I had a flood of memories stream into
my mind and composed a love poem for him. A
month later, I received a letter telling me he was
now living in Marin County, California, and was
wanting to visit Vancouver to see me and a couple
who had been on the bus trip with him: Ronnie
and Peter Uhlmann. We had a fun 70’s style week
together and he went back to California.
I made a strong connection with Peter and Ronnie
and others looking for places to “go back to the
land”. This was an interesting phenomenon as
most had never lived “on the land”! I had started
to spend more and more time hiking around
Vancouver and the Sechelt area. When Peter and
Ronnie bought land on Malaspina Road with a
group of friends, including their friend Di, I came
to visit a couple of times. Di became my roommate
in Vancouver and joined Peter and Ronnie in
having a house built for herself, designed and built
by Tony Watty. When her house was completed,
she came for a week’s visit and decided it wasn’t
the kind of lifestyle she wanted and advertised
that she wanted to sell the house and her share in
the land.
During the few visits I made to “Malaspina Farm”,
I grew very attracted to the lifestyle being created
in Lund. It was such an accepting, free thinking,
creative and “loving” (in more ways than I ever
imagined) community and I began to get
interested in the concept of “going back to the
land”. At a party in Vancouver, I talked to some
friends of the folks at the Farm, and we dreamed
about the possibility of buying Di’s share. “Voila”
- the rest is history!! As an eighth part shareholder,
my portion of the mortgage was $13 a month with
a huge down payment of $3000 which took all my
travel savings. It actually took away any thought
of that old dream. In early August I drove my
Corvair, given me by friends, filled with all my
belongings (including a complete London city girl
wardrobe and a few Indian dresses, a pair of
patched bell-bottom jeans and brown work boots)
to Powell River.
On my first day, I joined a group going “south of
town” to a party celebrating the wedding of John
Continued on page 23…
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and Kathleen Richards. This is where my Steve
says he first saw me; I didn’t notice him as I was
meeting a huge community of wonderful folk. I
fell in love with it all and went back to my new
home exhilarated and thrilled to be here – HERE!
The next morning we received a phone call from
Ronnie who was at the hospital. Steve had lost the
top of two fingers when helping to dislodge a
truck at their place. She asked if we could please
go and find them (the tops of his fingers, that is)
and bring them to the hospital as soon as possible.
We found the spot and, low and behold, I found
one of them!! That evening I got to meet the rest of
Steve, stoned on painkillers.
Days later, Ronnie and Peter and their daughters,
Tanya and baby Tai, en route to New Zealand, left
for Vancouver where a huge party was thrown for

them. It was there that I connected again with
Steve, who was still nursing his very sore fingers.
The next day we met again at a communal home of
a group of fun-loving hippies. The fire of love had
started to glow and, when we returned from the
Vancouver trip, Steve moved in with me and never
left.
Within weeks, I met Maureen Tierney who was
living at the Craig Road Farm commune. Whilst
working at UBC, I had completed their Early
Childhood Diploma Program, as had she, and,
through an Opportunity for Youth grant, we
opened the “Christopher Robin Daycare” in the
building situated next to the Patricia Theatre.
Steve, Tony Watty, Margaret Leitner and I bought
goats to add to the chickens and ducks, and thus I
became a Lundie.

Plants From Here
Orchids!

Trish Keays

Yes, we do have members of the orchid family in the Lund area – not the showy, tropical kind, more
demure, but distinct ones that have evolved to fill special niches in our west coast ecosystem. They don’t
grow tall, so you have to keep eyes looking down to find them.
Forty taxa of wild orchids are reported to occur in BC. The orchid family has about 28,000 to 30,000 species
globally. Since tropical species have been introduced into cultivation, at least 100,000 hybrids and cultivars
have been produced. The diversity of plants across the genus is amazing. The one thing all orchids have in
common is that the male (stamen) and female (pistil) portions
of the flower are fused into one structure called the column.
Vanilla is in the orchid family. While the local members of the
orchid family profiled here and in the next issue aren’t as tasty
as vanilla, they are unique markers to watch for in our forests.
Western Rattlesnake Plantain (Giant Rattlesnake Orchid) Goodyera oblongifolia
The species name “oblongifolia” describes the leaves: oblong,
almost elliptic. What’s distinctive about rattlesnake plantain is
that the rosette of dark green leaves is usually blotched with
Photo courtesy of Sandy Dunlop
white along the leaf veins, or the leaves have white veins. So
what you see in the forest is a kind of green-and-white patchwork of basal leaves. The flower stock is a
spike, often spiraled, with small greenish white flowers, about 20-40 cm tall. Often the florets are on only
one side of the stalk. After flowering, the brown, dried stalks can stay on the plant. The leaves are visible
year-round, in a distinct “basal rosette”.
The genus name Goodyera is after the 17th Century botanist John Goodyer. One of his contributions was
producing a revised and corrected version of John Gerard’s Herbal from 1597, and a contemporary botanist
Continued on page 24…
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described him as “the ablest Herbarist now living in England” in 1657. Others published his finds, so his name
and work are not well known.
The rattlesnake plantain is a native perennial that rises from short creeping rhizomes with fibrous roots. The
roots stay close to the upper soil layers so the plant usually does not survive forest fires; and, research shows the
species declines after logging. Wild bumble bees are the most common pollinators of western rattlesnake
plantain.
Usually one doesn’t see rattlesnake plantain in open cliff, bluff, or sunny openings. It likes some forest shade,
nestling in under a canopy, often growing with salal, native lily-of-the-valley, and different mosses. If you see
one, look around – there may be more, in clusters but usually not large colonies. Habitat is dry to moist, mossy
forests from lowland to mountain. On nutrient-rich sites, it lives in decaying wood and humus.
The plant is found throughout most parts of BC, low to middle elevations. Another common name is large-leaved
rattlesnake orchid. The E-Flora BC site (Electronic Atlas of the Flora of British Columbia) shows the plant’s
distribution, and gives more information about it.
(http://linnet.geog.ubc.ca/Atlas/Atlas.aspx?sciname=Goodyera%20oblongifolia)
Sources
http://www.centralcoastbiodiversity.org/rattlesnake-plantain-bull-goodyera-oblongifolia.html
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/gooobl/all.html
http://blogs.nybg.org/plant-talk/2010/03/exhibit-news/what-makes-an-orchid-different-from-other-flowers/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Goodyer
http://ibis.geog.ubc.ca/biodiversity/eflora/orchidsbc.html

A New Year’s Resolution for Community
Ria Curtis

Community - noun: group of people etc. living in same locality or having same religion, race, profession, interests etc.;
fellowship; state of being shared or held in common; joint ownership or liability.
- Oxford Dictionary, 6th ed.
Having grown up in larger cities and then moving from town to town for most of our adult lives, my husband
and I were very excited to belong to a real community when we found our little piece of paradise here in Lund.
My husband had always wanted to join a volunteer fire department and finally we were settling down and
sinking our roots. I joined the Lund Community Society and got involved in festivals and other projects.
Our first community event in Lund was a Pied Pumkin
concert/dance at the Gazebo. As a younger mother with
two young boys, it took me a while to let my kids run
out of my sight with the gang, darting in and out of the
forest. Later, we put the kids to sleep in our van in the
parking area and partied into the wee hours.
When we bought an oyster farm in Okeover, we were
introduced to floating raft parties and inlet beach cleanup days. As the years rolled on, each of our little
community ventures bumped into other community
Continued on page 25…
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activities and groups like ripples in a pond. I joined the Emergency Support Services and reconnected with the
Taoist Tai Chi society. As our farm developed, we got to know the local farmers and learned a lot from them.
More ripples.
After eighteen years here, our boys are nearly grown. My husband and I can’t go to town or Lund without
running into at least five people each that we know. My eldest son has organized his own events at the Gazebo.
The Northside community has been through many changes, people coming and going, growing and changing,
baby booms and lulls. Playgroup, a program that started with two babies and grew to over twenty young
children, has shrunk again as the families they belong to evolve. Our preschool, that has become such a fantastic
catalyst for our community, is shrinking as well.
As a community, we need to change as all of our separate parts grow and change. We have a fantastic building
that is available for just about any program or class that you can think of. It is the coming together in common
purpose that makes a community. Many hands can make quick work, and shared work is lighter and filled with
laughter and joy. Let’s all put some energy and thought into using the Northside Community Recreation Centre.
Maybe a family games night and community dinner. I’d be interested in a cooking/recipe club – just an excuse
to get together and eat good food. Ideas are free; the only cost is a little bit of labour and time.
What kind of community do you want to belong to? The possibilities are endless. How about a commitment to
come to a couple of Lund Community Society meetings this year? There are only nine two-hour meetings in a
year and they are a nice chance to connect with friends and neighbours. Everyone is welcome; everyone is
needed to make our community work. Just bring a smile and your imagination. Happy New Year.
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Something Is Happening
John Adcock

In the late sixties, Buffalo Springfield wrote
"There's something happening here. What it is ain't
exactly clear". The song described some of the
ugliness in the world. Of course, ugliness is still
happening; but it seems to me that now,
something else is happening that ain't exactly
clear.
When we listen to the news, it’s easy to get
discouraged. It’s also easy to develop a distorted
perspective about the world and its people, to let
fear cloud our vision and to lose faith in the basic
goodness of human beings. It’s easy to dismiss the
very real possibility that the future of humanity
could be magnificent, beyond our wildest dreams!
One of the things that seems to be happening
that’s not just more "doom and gloom" is
something referred to by myself and others as "the
marriage of science and spirituality". I believe that
many scientists, spiritual seekers, and ordinary
folks are asking themselves questions about
"reality" that were seldom asked in earlier
generations. A credo that I have is "beware
certainty". Throughout history, many good people
have been ridiculed, castigated, and tortured
because they dared to question the "absolute
certainties" of their era; yet it turned out that the
world really does revolve around the sun!
Quantum physics is a relatively new branch of
science. Its introduction was totally radical and it
was ridiculed by some conventional physicists.
Eventually, however, some "classical" physicists
conceded that the mathematical equations worked
and the experiments were valid.
I am not smart enough to talk much about
quantum physics, but there are a few basic tenets
that I would like to mention, in juxtaposition to
some of the beliefs prevalent within the realm of
"Ancient or Traditional Wisdom" (or modern
metaphysics?).
**Quantum physics has demonstrated that certain
sub-atomic particles, the veritable "buildingblocks" of the universe, have no concrete reality
until they are observed or measured. These

particles have been described as "tiny balls of
possibility". They often behave in the manner that
the observer expects them to behave. They are
responsive to human consciousness (perhaps all
consciousness?). If this is true, it seems to me it
changes everything!
**There is an idea among some spiritual seekers
which suggests that human beings create their
individual and mass realities, directly, by their
beliefs, thoughts, and expectations. Not long ago,
such an idea would have been ridiculed by most
people; in 2016, it is gaining some credence.
Quantum physics appears to support these
possibilities, allowing "I think, therefore I am" to
take on a new significance.
**Quantum physics has demonstrated that when
an electron is connected to another and stimulus is
applied to the first, the "relative" electron responds
to that stimulus. Furthermore, that secondary
response is not limited by time or space; it
happens instantaneously across any distance.
**According to the "Big Bang Theory", all
matter/energy was once concentrated in
something smaller than a walnut. So perhaps
everything is connected to everything else in a
very real way? For me, that is a stupendous,
wonderful, mind-blowing idea!
**It seems to me that throughout human history,
some very wise individuals have suggested that
human beings are connected to each other, that
our separation is an illusion. They say, "We are
One". They use the phrase, "All That Is", instead of
"God".
Notwithstanding the growing number of ordinary,
average people who are exploring the miracle of
consciousness, there is also a vast multitude of fine
people for whom such topics are anathema. For
some, spiritual enquiry is a luxury they believe
they cannot afford. Paying the mortgage, feeding
the kids, or worrying about Donald Trump is
enough to deal with! Others, including me, find it
overwhelming to reconcile "human unity" with a
Continued on page 27…
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nightmare like Aleppo in Syria. Nevertheless, I believe that the attempt to understand the miracle of
consciousness is a step in the right direction.
It seems to me that life, death, choice, and love are all held within The Great Mystery, which is everywhere.
It’s under our fingertips, it’s in every seed, every cell. It’s in the guts of a cluster bomb, it’s in the smile of an
infant child. Without The Great Mystery, our lives would be diminished. Of course, it “ain't exactly clear! “

That Utopian Vision - How We Want to Be

Ed and Julia Levy

Of course we want to be in a Utopian world. We
want to be living in a green place where we
respect and help our neighbours and where we
can participate in shaping the way in which we
live. Of course the world is not Utopian, but at
heart most of us want it to be.

were places for folks to gather, and gather they
did. A time when volunteerism and community
contribution were the norm. Now there is the
Gazebo for very special and seasonal occasions
and the old school, but no indoor place where
people of all ages interact.

When we first became land partners with Nancy
and Ben Bouchard, we never thought we’d be
spending most of our time in Lund. We had
retired and anticipated visiting this beautiful little
village; but now we spend almost all our time
here. A major reason is that life in Lund comes
closer to that Utopian vision than any other place
we know. Close, but we could be closer still. And
the vision is not some static, frozen state; it is a
process that requires realizing new opportunities
and facing new challenges.

We understand that the Regional District and
Lund Community Society are thinking about a
Community Hall. That’s good, but that’s where
community volunteerism and participation have
to come into play. Surely we want to shape how
these develop. We also think a Community
Garden could make a significant contribution to
community life. Now there is a project that
requires real participation by community
members! As was said in the last Barnacle, we still
believe this can come about, but there is no site as
yet.

So what could be done to bring us closer to the
Utopian dream in Lund? We have a sense of
community where people do, to a large extent,
help each other. Could it be better? Of course.
Though we don’t for a second believe that the old
days were idyllic, there may have been a time
when village life was more vibrant. When there

And the challenges to come? These include
changes in the way things are done, and the
challenges of tourism and demographics.
Often in the past things were done by volunteers
and with a handshake. The Lund Water Board
seems to us an amazing example. The energy,
time, and personal commitment that went into the
creation and maintenance of the water system, and
still does, are remarkable. Now there are
increasing demands and requirements that must
be met. That is the case as well with other
institutions that now face concerns about liability,
regulations, and documentation.
Our increasingly regulated environment no doubt
rubs many of us the wrong way since we value the
Continued on page 28…
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free spirit of the pioneer; but these changes are
responses to real challenges. Better to find a way to
humanize them.
When thinking about our Utopian dream for
Lund, we also have to consider the things we don’t
want Lund to become. While we are retirees who
could not live here if we were not, we hope Lund
doesn’t become a retirement village exclusively. A
viable community must have all ages of people
living there. There has to be a way for young
people to remain here while earning a good living
and having a fulfilling life.
It seems clear Lund has value as a tourist
destination and that the future of the village may
become more and more dependent on tourism.
Here we have to be careful. We are the keepers of
our environment, and tourism at the price of a
clean, green environment cannot be tolerated.
Although we have focused on Lund, it’s
reasonable to ask whether the things we say apply

to the province, country, continent, world. Of
course we will be affected by climate change, by
excessive disparities in wealth, by the prospect
that younger and future generations will face far
harder economic times than we have, by growing
hostility across religions, sects, races, ethnicities
and nationalities. All of these and more negative
trends in the “outside” world will affect us, but we
may have a better chance to resist them. At least
we will if we nourish our respect for our amazing
land and environment, considerations which are
prominent in First Nations’ culture. And if we
protect and build upon the rock bottom
foundations of a humane civil society: embracing
the rule of law, while striving to ensure that the
law is just and fair. It seems to us that those crucial
elements are in serious jeopardy around the world.
And even if the sense of community in Lund has
diminished somewhat over the years, there is still
a chance that it can be rejuvenated. That’s how we
want to be.

Young and Inspired
Emily Jenkins
with help from Simon Hollows

Envisioning a future that inspires my generation is a popular topic of conversation. I have found that this
discussion goes beyond my circle of friends and includes a global community. The hot topics of discussion are:
building intentional communities, communal land sharing, and creating an alternative lifestyle. Diana Christian
is an author, intentional community researcher, and educator. She defines a land-based intentional community
as “a group of people who choose to live with or near enough to each other to carry out their shared lifestyle or
common purpose together”. What inspired the generations of the 60's and 70's is shared with my generation:
the dream of living in closer relationship with the land, fighting back against the mentality of “9-5 working for
the man”, a strong desire for self-employment, and building tighter human relationships. A challenge for my
generation is the lack of affordable property while pursuing these important endeavours. Living in community
offers a solution to this huge overwhelming issue.
Employment options and wages in rural and small towns are low. In addition, employment options often don’t
align with my generation's developing values and morals which we are reluctant to sacrifice. In coastal cities,
the wages are higher but the higher cost of living creates a potential for work-life imbalance. Rural or urban,
property values don’t seem to be matching incomes unless one wants to work full time to make mortgage
payments. This negative feedback loop returns us to where we started: not living our intentions. Sharing land
expenses dovetails nicely with some of our other lifestyle desires mentioned earlier.
BUT! Do we know how to live in community and proactively handle human relations and conflict resolution?
Do we have many successful examples?! Older generations seem largely about being independent, having a
nuclear family and status ambitions. Movements of the 60’s and 70’s have left some physical examples of
Continued on page 29…
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community development and offer related written and oral resources to learn from. However, as I gaze into the
future and work toward the concept of community living, I am confronted by the many challenges of achieving
this goal.
The excitement of chit chat has become unsatisfying and unfulfilling to me. It’s great to talk about intentional
community, exchange ideas, and feel buoyed by each other, but talk is cheap! What is the reality of undertaking
something like this? Who is actually ready and willing to commit to living and working together? We’re hungry
for community, but how hungry? For what exactly do we hunger and how much are we willing to work for it?
I feel ready to take things to the next step; but I’m not totally sure what that means. For starters, this winter it
means doing research, reaching out to established and aspiring communities, and getting clarity on what it is I
wish to create. In the time I’ve been writing this article, I’ve realized that there are more communities than I
thought. I’m all eyes and ears, eager to learn what I can from them and others. One of my recent acquisitions is
a book by the aforementioned Diana Christian, entitled CREATING A LIFE TOGETHER: Practical Tools to
Grow Ecovillages and Intentional Communities. Christian emphasizes that the foundation and establishment of
a successful community takes immense commitment and energy over a long period of time.
My generation wants a better life than the one we are
currently living. To achieve our dreams of living
communally, we will have to overcome issues that
plague our generation: short attention spans,
expectations of immediate results, and challenges with
interpersonal skills. My greatest hope is that we can
overcome these hurdles by learning and growing as
individuals through living in community. Building
stronger relationships with others will inherently foster
the success of this shared lifestyle, leading to more
balanced, healthy lives.

What We Would Like to See
Roy and Rayana Blackwell

What we would like to see is a Lund where folks
can live and make a living and raise a family and
grow old and help raise grandkids while enjoying
unspoiled nature. As owners of The Boardwalk
Restaurant, we would like to see year 'round
employment for staff that live within walking
distance of work. We want to provide great food
from Lund farms and fishers. We want our
harbour pristine and full of life for our guests to
enjoy.
We believe that to have all this, we need more
financially affluent people living close to the
harbour in Lund. People who can afford to live
lightly on the land and sea while living closely
together. People who can afford to build and

maintain waste systems and power systems and all
that modern living demands, while living
compassionately on the earth with non-humans.
We need to keep developing technologies that are
not exploitive of “natural resources” to make a
living and a life. We need to keep developing an
economy that is based on interdependence and
compassion and do away with the old economy
based on greed and exploitation. We need enough
people to build a sustainable local economy so that
families can thrive and grow together in Lund.
What we would like to see is a Lund where people
are willing to work hard to live in harmony with
Continued on page 30…
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the land and sea and with each other. Where enough people come together to build a community where
everyone who wants to be or needs to be is employed and where people will look out for each other and the
environment and the wildlife.
What we would like to see is people ready, willing, and able to roll up their sleeves and work together. To put
aside greed and exploitation and be willing to share this amazing place with all who want to make a life here,
humans and non-humans alike. Changing our community to a self-sustaining, pristine, and caring place will
be hard. Changing ourselves to accomplish these goals will be harder. But we believe that doing what is hard
changes us for the better and not doing what is hard changes us for the worse.

Prelude to a Trip

Wendy Larson

Well here it is: January. As is my style, I have put off writing something for the Barnacle until the last minute.
To further tighten the screws, we are going away day after tomorrow. So, with glass of wine in hand, I sit at
the computer and wait for inspiration. This issue’s theme is “how do we want to be?“ I think I will leave that
to the deep thinkers and write what I know. Here is a story about a prelude to a trip.
My first halibut trip was on the Pacific Sundown, a 40’ fiberglass Deltaga. My husband had already put in a
few trips on the boat, but we were both pretty green when it came to fishing off the Queen Charlottes. We had
Continued on page 31…
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our daughter, Angela, along; she was five. We also
had a deckhand, “Abe”, about 19 years old, a longhaired hippie type. I can’t remember how we
acquired him, but it was his first trip out with us.
The trip up from Lund was uneventful. We
stopped in Prince Rupert to “grub up” and get ice
and bait. By the time we got across Dixon Entrance
to the top end of the Charlottes, it was dark out so
we thought we would pull into a little harbour that
had docks to tie up to for the night.
We had never been into this anchorage before; it
was a tricky entrance and you had to line up lights
ashore to get into it. I’m still not sure if it was
operator error or if the lights were out of sync as
we were later told, but we ran up on the reef out in
front. There was that sickening crunch when you
know you’ve hit bottom, then the boat listed hard
onto one side. The cupboards flew open and a bag
of flour and a package of macaroni emptied their
contents onto the floor. It was a harrowing few
minutes as we got the skiff down off the boom, got
Ang out of bed, and prepared to abandon ship.
At this point we had nothing to lose so we poured
the coals to her and ripped our way over the bar. It
was a short run into the dock, limping badly from
a bent-up prop and the hold flooding with water.

There were several boats at the dock and everyone
came to assess the damage and lend what
assistance they could. The bilge pumps were
running flat out but the leaks into the hold were so
bad, it flooded to about four feet deep. Thanks to
the insulated hold which acted as flotation, she
was happy to sit in this flooded condition. The
pump was able to keep up with what entered the
engine room. There was nothing more we could
do until morning.
Crap! What a start to a trip. The next day a fellow
halibut fisherman offered to tow us back to the
nearest town: Massett. Our propeller was so badly
mangled we couldn't make it under our own
power without doing more damage to shaft, gear,
etc., so we gladly accepted his offer. I believe our
insurance company paid for the tow.
We spent the next few weeks on the ways at
Noddin’s boatyard. The deckhand, Abe, collected
magic mushrooms, got shot at in the process, and
spent the entire layup stoned. Angela was
“adopted” by the family that ran the ways and
spent her time at the army base using their
recreation facilities, going to Sunday school, and
getting a small dose of religion.
For some reason, no one had thought to
pump the water from the boat before we
hauled her out and the damaged keel
collapsed from the weight. The
insurance company flew a fiberglass
repairman up from Vancouver to
rebuild the keel, but he quickly found
the local pub. Maybe he was sent to dry
out? We wasted a week with him before
we sent him packing. Finally, we were
given someone up to the task and the
repairs were made.
Now, my glass of wine is finished, I am
at the end of the page, and we haven’t
even gone fishing yet! Maybe next issue
I will get out on the grounds…
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Adrian Redford

Birth Announcements
Nancy and Ben Bouchard are the proud grandparents of Ava Noelle Berrow, born on December 21, 2016, 6.5
pounds. Her parents are Jessie and Juanita, and they now reside in Perth, Australia. Many folks here will
remember Jessie, as he grew up in Lund.

Sympathy and Condolences
April Dorothy Wynn Wells - 1943 – 2016
After a courageous battle with cancer, April left this world. She is survived by her three wonderful daughters,
Dee Anderson, Tara Wells and Cosima Wells, and her grandsons, Jack Anderson and Tao Buterman.
April will truly be missed by all the friends she had in Kimberley, Victoria, Lund, and Haida Gwaii. She was
passionate about social justice and the environment, and gave generously of her time and expertise in many
volunteer roles. In lieu of flowers, she asked her family and friends to plant more veggies, or to consider a
worm composter in their kitchen. She wanted her family and friends to all be more food secure.
A celebration of April’s life was held on November 5th at Marysville’s Resker Hall in Kimberley. Condolences
may be left at markmemorial.com

The Goodwill Committee of the Lund Community Society sends cards expressing thank you, get well,
thinking of you, baby congrats, and sympathy. The Committee also sources a package to welcome new
residents to Lund, available at the post office. Call Adrian Redford at 604-483-4766 with any news you think
should be acknowledged.
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Imagine There’s No Fear
How do we want to be? I think most of all we
want to be safe. To feel safe is a basic human need,
only slightly behind the need for air, food, water,
and shelter. Actually, I’d say those are about safety
as well.
It doesn’t mean we take no risks and hole up in
our room. The feeling of safety and its reality are
not the same. By most definitions of safe, the
world is not now, nor has ever been, safe. All of
the bad things we can imagine already have or
could happen.
Maybe we have to choose a definition of safe that
transcends its usual meaning. To be truly safe,
we’d have to be fearless, or something else, in the
face of whatever dangers life presents. How does
a person do that? What is the “something else”
that makes man’s inhumanity to man tolerable? I
wish I knew; I am often embarrassed to be a
human being, horrified by what we do to each
other and to our planet. I think much of the
world’s population must suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder after having witnessed or
been part of atrocities beyond a person’s capacity
to accept. How is that going to work to build a safe
future?
I am so not fearless, in my opinion, although I
have been called “brave” by others. It seems to be
a continuum. We’re all in there somewhere. To the
extent that I have pulled myself away from the
suction of fear, it is because I refused to be
controlled in that way. To live in fear is
debilitating. It controls you, and being controlled
is, arguably, about the worst thing that can happen
to a person.

Sandy Dunlop

All my life I have wanted people to just get along.
Born in the U.S. in 1950, it didn’t take long to
notice the hypocrisy trying to hide clearly bad
behaviour: racism, bigotry, assassinations,
shooting of protestors, a gun-culture, badly
skewed priorities, big-time deceitfulness to petty
spitefulness. Fear of everyone everywhere seemed
to be in the air. In those few homes where I found
integrity ruled, it still felt unsafe because it didn’t
extend past the front door. I couldn’t find “my
people” or “ my home”. I left the U.S. long before I
left there physically.
The freedom I have found in Canada in the last 37
years is very precious. I even found a career in
trying to help people get along and teaching skills
to help them do it. Most important, I am able to
live my life pretty much the way I want to be,
trying to be the best Sandy I can. There are not that
many places in the world where a person has that
luxury. When I look out from this safe zone, it is
clear to me that I want, above all else, kindness in
the world. I think that would cover everything
else. I want us to be kind to each other, helpful,
supportive, respectful, loving. I want us to…
“Imagine there’s no heaven. It's easy if you try. No
hell below us. Above us only sky.
Imagine all the people living for today... Aha-ah...
Imagine there's no countries. It isn't hard to do.
Nothing to kill or die for. And no religion, too.
Imagine all the people living life in peace... You...
You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only
one. I hope someday you'll join us, and the world
will be as one.
Imagine no possessions. I wonder if you can. No
need for greed or hunger. A brotherhood of man.
Imagine all the people sharing all the world... You...
You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only
one. I hope someday you'll join us,
and the world will live as one.”
- John Lennon
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Bombings and terrorism, the Snowden disclosures,
Aleppo and all the other sites of war,
environmental degradation and species extinction,
income disparities, hunger and starvation… It is
hard to watch the news or to read a newspaper
without getting sucked in. When the unimaginable
happened in the U.S. this past November, I became
more fearful than I had been in years, perhaps not
since I left there. Triggered deeply by fear of sure
calamity, I was full of anxiety, until, finally, I
recognized the loss of control; terrorists gain
control by creating fear. I was not going to go
there. No. The sky was not falling, not here, not
today at least, and to quiver in terror with black
thoughts of a possible future kills the beauty of the
present. It kills hope. No. Deep concern is
appropriate; freaking out is not helpful.
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If I think about what we are going to do, how we
are going to be if things go sideways, I know I am
not going to build a bomb shelter and get a gun. I
know it doesn’t have to be like that. I live here
where people generally are kind. The amount of
love in this community is huge, and feeling loved
makes me feel safer. If we strongly imagine loving
each other and our planet, sending love to grow
and spread throughout the world, maybe we can
imagine there’s no fear. What else is there besides
love and kindness to save us from ourselves?
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C-C-Cold Outside, Warm Hearts Inside
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